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1 Introduction

Most statistics and econometrics classes begin with the assumption that observations
are conditionally independent. When students are ready to relax this assumption, it is
time for summer vacation or even graduation. The instructor covers time-series topics
at breakneck speed before mumbling something about spatial and network data on his
or her way out of the lecture hall. The coverage of these topics in otherwise excellent
introductory econometrics books feels similarly peripheral. Even dedicated time-series
courses and textbooks provide students with little help to develop applied skills because
it takes them so much time just to navigate through the excess of equations. When
students finally begin using a statistics package, their work is further complicated by
the inconsistency in command syntax, notation, and even parameterization across the
software and books, at least compared with cross-sectional or panel data.

If this describes your own experience with learning time series, or if you are tack-
ling this material for the first time, Becketti’s Introduction to Time Series Using Stata
(ITSUS) is an excellent place to start. Becketti is a financial economist who was an
early developer of Stata and an editor of the Stata Technical Bulletin, which even-
tually became this publication. This unique background has allowed him to write a
gentle introduction to the core of time-series econometrics with many examples and an
emphasis on intuition over theory. ITSUS fills a similar niche to Cameron and Trivedi
(2010) and cross-sectional and panel data. The mathematical level of the presentation,
as well as the price of the book, is between Hyndman and Athanasopoulos (2012) and
Enders (2010). The tone is conversational with jokes that only an economist could love
sprinkled throughout the text.

c© 2014 StataCorp LP gn0060
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2 Contents and structure

The book opens with a brisk introduction to the Stata language, followed by a quick
review of regression and hypothesis testing.1 The book then continues by distinguishing
the four components of a time series that recur throughout the text: the smooth signal
composed of trend, seasonality, and cyclicality, and the rough of the noise. After that,
the book discusses smoothing techniques that are relatively nonparametric or model
agnostic. Becketti starts with the simplest approaches of medians and weighted means,
explains when they will work and when they will not, and moves on to more sophis-
ticated smoothers that can handle complications such as seasonality at the expense of
added assumptions. At first, the data used in the examples are artificial, but soon Beck-
etti guides the reader through problems using real macroeconomic data with moving
averages and various exponential and Holt–Winters techniques to smooth and forecast
the data. These methods work well for scalable, automated forecasting in industry and
are easy to explain to one’s colleagues.2 The presentation is graphics driven, as it is
throughout most of the book.3 All Stata output is annotated. Each chapter opens with
a map of the chapter’s contents and closes with a set of bulleted “takeaways”, which
make the book easy to return to if one puts it down for a few days. There are also
periodic pauses to survey the information and connect the dots between chapters.

Once the reader is familiar with smoothers, the following chapter introduces various
types of forecasts and uses more intricate smoothers to predict the future. It also
covers how to measure forecast accuracy. This section could have been expanded to
include discussion of mean (percentage) absolute error and its many derivatives, training
and test sets, and time-series cross-validation. Next the book discusses autocorrelated
disturbances and how they interact with lagged dependent variables. It considers the
possible causes, the problems for inference, testing for disturbances, and the appropriate
remedies for either hurdle or both.

The next chapter continues with single-equation time-series models. The reader
encounters the flexible workhorse of time-series econometrics: the autoregressive in-
tegrated moving-average (ARIMA) model. Becketti shows how to induce stationarity
through differencing, how to pick the order of the autoregressive and moving-average
parts, and how to perform model diagnostics with the residuals. The ARIMA forecasts
are compared with ones from more elaborate smoothing methods, and, surprisingly,
the ranking is sometimes unfavorable. This section should have discussed variance-
stabilizing transformations: Box–Cox transformations, including the standard use of
logarithms, and the problem of back-transformation to the original scale when forecast-
ing are not mentioned at all. The text also fails to consider using information criteria
for order selection or for choosing among competing models, and it does not discuss
how to deal with outliers (unless it is to revert to compound smoothers).

1. Unfortunately, this is the part of the book where most of the typos are found.
2. These methods are called “filtering” in the text, but they should not be confused with techniques

that separate a time series into trend and cyclical components, such as the Hodrick–Prescott filter.
These are not covered in this book.

3. Some additional commands for visualizing time-series data are described in Cox (2006, 2009).
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The second half of the book takes the reader further into the domains of macroe-
conometrics, and the mathematical notation becomes more challenging. Becketti first
covers the autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity model and some of its many
generalizations. Intermittent volatility is common in financial markets, where any news
can cause a period of turmoil followed by a period of calm. Becketti shows how to detect
and deal with this special type of heteroskedasticity and even allows the impact of good
and bad news to be asymmetric.

In the final part of the book, Becketti focuses on econometrics of multiple-equation
models, particularly vector autoregression (VAR) and vector error correction, and on
cointegrated nonstationary multivariate time series. In a VAR, all variables are consid-
ered endogenous, with each written as a linear function of its own lagged values and
the lags of all the other variables. It is also possible to impose restrictions derived from
economic theory on the contemporaneous relationship among variables to trace how
shocks percolate through the system. The books closes with a list of Stata commands
that were not covered and with brief definitions.

3 Gripes

It is much easier to complain about a book than it is to write one, particularly one
as good as ITSUS. In my opinion, the second half of the book, except for the VAR

material, will be of limited interest to those outside a particular circle of economists.
While this challenging subject is explained unusually well, the opportunity cost may
have been high. I would have given up the multivariate topics in exchange for more
information on additive and multiplicative seasonality and exogenous covariates that
turn the ARIMA into a seasonal ARIMA with exogenous variables, a seasonal transfer-
function model. There are two reasons. First, seasonality played such a prominent role
in the smoothing sections that it cannot be set aside later. My own work experience
suggests that this is the case; no one has ever handed me seasonally adjusted data at the
office. Second, the advantage of the more sophisticated methods over smoothing is that
they provide a framework for counterfactual questions like what would happen to sales
if spending for television advertising was cut by 20%. Perhaps a future edition of the
book could cover this material in the context of unobserved components models. This
would also provide a gradual introduction to state-space models. A future edition could
also incorporate the econometric model forecasting commands introduced in Stata 13.

There are also topics that come up repeatedly among time-series users yet are not
discussed in any time-series book I am aware of. A salient challenge in the era of big data
is modeling high-frequency intraday data, such as the kind a utility company might see.
Knowing how to study behavior that has multiple seasonal components (hourly, daily,
and so on) would be tremendously helpful. Another increasingly common question,
particularly on the web, is how to detect intervention in real time so that data outside
the “normal” limits can alert the user that something has gone wrong (and occasionally
right). Part of this relates to detecting regime changes; another part concerns dealing
with outliers in the data used to build the model. Along these lines, a chapter on
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the lore of time series that is not explicitly statistical would be useful. For instance,
the chapter could explain how one deals with holidays, especially floating ones such as
Easter. It could also demonstrate how one models lead and lag effects of holidays or
promotional variables and discuss what form various compositional adjustments should
take when time periods include different numbers of paydays. Finally, the chapter could
explain how one deals with multiple time series that are hierarchically organized and
can be aggregated at several different levels in groups based on products, geography, or
some other features and produce consistent forecasts. These are the sorts of specialized,
practical topics that I really liked about Cameron and Trivedi (2010).

4 Final thoughts

Stata’s arsenal of time-series commands has expanded so much since date functions were
added in release 6 that the Stata Time-Series Reference Manual currently has over 800
pages. No introductory book can cover this much ground. While there are some blank
spots on its map of time-series topics, ITSUS surveys what is truly important and leaves
its readers prepared to explore the rest on their own.
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